The Computer Training Unit thanks you for your support. We strive to make a quality training facility that meets the needs of the individual student and anticipates the demand of the RTP community. Our goal is to foster a learning environment for those just entering the computer field to those who are considered the "pioneers of the industry."

Testimonials

- Southeast Toyota - "Your technical expertise, combined with state of the art technology and connection speed insured that we had the tools necessary to exceed our student's expectations."
- LaShanda Harris - "It was beyond good, it was excellent."
- Jeannie Huffman - "I was a student in the Oracle Application developer class, and I just wanted to take a minute to send you a few comments regarding Lisa Daly."
- Chris Smith - "I am probably unique from most of your students in these classes since most seem to be sponsored in from companies that the students work for."
- Devon DeTurk - "For MCSE 2000 training, you can't go wrong with the NCSU Computer Training Unit."
- George McDaniel - "With our courteous staff and knowledgeable faculty, the Computer Training Unit has demonstrated itself to be the most effective and most convenient such provider I have used."
- Kristoffer C. Land - "Twenty-one years old and still delivering pizza for 5.15 an hour plus tips. Something had to change. I saw an ad for the N.C. State Computer Training Unit online and decided to learn something useful."
- Carrie Barfield - "This online training is just great!"
- Martha Elser - "I heartily recommend the NCSU Computer Training Unit to anyone of any skill level. They truly do 'tower above the rest!'"
- Andrea Foltynewicz - "I would like to take the time to say thanks to both your teaching staff as well as the personnel that assist students in selecting courses."
• Kristoffer C. Land - "Twenty-one years old and still delivering pizza for $5.15 an hour plus tips. Something had to change. I saw an ad for the N.C. State Computer Training Unit online and decided to learn something useful."
• Carrie Barfield - "This online training is just great!"
• Martha Elter - "I heartily recommend the NCSU Computer Training Unit to anyone of any skill level. They truly do "towel above the rest."
• Andrea Poliymiesz - "I would like to take the time to say thanks to both your teaching staff as well as the personnel that assist students in selecting courses."
• Cathy F. - "I just wanted to thank you for arranging the class this past Thursday afternoon..."
• Rob Stevenson - "The Employee Relations unit would like to thank you for supporting and participating in the 2002 Groundhog Job Shadow."
• Charles Seeman - "My Oracle class at the computer training unit was fantastic. I am a CPA with very little formal computer training but my instructor Nelsh was great."

Staff
Get to know your friendly CTU staff. Find out about your favorite instructor.

Mission Statement
Helpful information on the development of the NC State Computer Training Unit.

History
CTU Procedures
Prerequisites
Cancellation & Rescheduling
Registration Information
Individuals With Disabilities
Government Agency Discounts
Satisfaction Guaranteed
CEU's/Teacher Renewal Credit
Creation of Custom Classes